
LMR Glider Event
Pilot Name________________________ Email______________________Date_____________

Radian Class Open Class Easy Star Class

Contest Description:
*   The contest consists of four (4) consecutive mass launches.
*   Motor run will be determined at the flight line and will be the same for every launch.
*   Scoring will be 6 points per each minute aloft (One point per 10 seconds, rounded up).
*   Bonus points will be awarded for accurate, full stop landings on bulls-eye target.
      Landing is scored from the nose of the aircraft (10, 20, or 30 points per flight).
*   Instructions for score calculations are on page 2.

*   Landing off-field, flights longer than 10 minutes, or the use of additional motor run
      Time will result in zero (0) points for that launch.
Launch #1

Duration (Minutes:seconds)___________
Minute points ____ Seconds points_____ Flight points                 _________
Notes________________________ Bonus landing points  ________
_____________________________

Launch #1 total points______
Launch #2

Duration (Minutes:seconds)___________
Minute points ____ Seconds points_____ Flight points                 _________
Notes________________________ Bonus landing points  ________
_____________________________

Launch #2 total points______
Launch #3

Duration (Minutes:seconds)___________
Minute points ____ Seconds points_____ Flight points                 _________
Notes________________________ Bonus landing points  ________
_____________________________

Launch #3 total points______
Launch #4

Duration (Minutes:seconds)___________
Minute points ____ Seconds points_____ Flight points                 _________
Notes________________________ Bonus landing points  ________
_____________________________

Launch #4 total points______

Contest Point Total    _____________

Class descriptions
Radian Class:

CVMRCC Glider-naut

*   The total score of all launches will determine final placing.



Battery is limited to 3-cell 1300mAh. No battery exchange or charging during
the contest.

Open Class:

dimensions not to exceed 28mm in diameter and 16mm in length. No
battery exchange or charging during the contest.

Easy Star Class:
Multiplex Easy Star with no airframe, motor, or propeller mods allowed.
Battery is limited to 3 cell 2200mAh. No battery exchange or charging during
the contest.

Scoring

1. Calculate your flight points:
*   Using the table below, locate the points you earned for 'minutes'.
*   Locate points earned for 'seconds' and add them together.

2. Calculate the total: Flight points + Landing Bonus = Final Score for that launch.

Minutes Points Seconds Points
1 min. 6 01-10 secs. 1
2 min. 12 11-20 secs. 2
3 min. 18 21-30 secs. 3
4 min 24 31-40 secs. 4
5 min. 30 41-50 secs. 5
6 min. 36 51-59 secs. 6
7 min. 42
8 min. 48
9 min. 54

10 min. 60

Parkzone Radian with no airframe, motor, or propeller modifications allowed.

Any airframe may be used. Motor size is restricted to an outrunner with outer

How to calculate your Glider-naut Score for a single launch.

For example 3 minutes, 20 seconds = 18+2 or 20points.
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